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Biography/Administrative History
Dominic Hamilton-Little was an actor, artist, writer, and entertainer who lived in San Diego for 15 years. Hamilton Little was raised in Brussels, Germany and in England, later coming to the United States. Hamilton-Little was best known for his “Fey Ways” column, which was later scripted into a one man-play called “Fey Ways: Diatribe and Reminiscence”, and for his column Mayle Androgyny. Hamilton-Little additionally wrote other stage productions, including The Politics of Charm. Hamilton-Little was attempting to stage a one man show at the Diversionary Theater and passed on April 1, 2013 at the age of 44 years old.
Scope and Content of Collection
This collection contains materials belonging to Dominic Hamilton-Little, including hand-written journals, original publications (columns, plays), hand-made scrapbooks, newspaper and magazine clippings, clothing, and correspondence. Some of the journals are contained in composition notebooks and others in bound diaries. The bulk of the collection is made up of Hamilton-Little's personal papers, diaries, and original theatrical works. The collection additionally contains materials from Wigstock 1998.
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